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Prime Minister's Diary

ATTENDING INTERNATIONAL
SUMMITS

I

JAPAN!FRANCE
SUMMIT MEETING

n November, Prime Minister Abe was an active participant
in a number of major international summits, and also held
bilateral meetings with various heads of state.

G20 ANTALYA SUMMIT / NOVEMBER 15!16

The leaders’ commemorative photograph session

APEC ECONOMIC LEADERS’ MEETING
NOVEMBER 18!19

The leaders’ commemorative photograph session

18th ASEAN PLUS THREE )JAPAN!CHINA!REPUBLIC
OF KOREA* SUMMIT MEETING IN THE PHILIPPINES
NOVEMBER 21

O

n November 30 (local time),
Prime Minister Abe met with
H.E. Mr. François Hollande,
President of the French Republic,
during his visit to Paris to attend the
twenty-first session of the Conference
of the Parties (COP21).

JAPAN!INDIA
SUMMIT MEETING

The leaders’ commemorative photograph session

COP21 SUMMIT MEETING / NOVEMBER 30

O

Prime Minister Abe delivering a speech

n December 12 (local time),
Prime Minister Abe held
a meeting with H.E. Mr.
Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of the
Republic of India, in New Delhi.

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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OPENING THE DOORS TO OVERSEAS BUSINESSES

OPENING
THE DOORS
TO OVERSEAS
BUSINESSES
Japan is progressively engaged in new measures to make
the country an attractive market for foreign corporations and
entrepreneurs, all part of a drive to turn itself into “the world’s
most business-friendly nation.”
In this issue we introduce the ways that Japan has been
altering its business environment as well as the merits and
attractions of investing in Japan, featuring examples of foreign
firms and entrepreneurs that have made inroads here.
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OPENING THE DOORS TO OVERSEAS BUSINESSES

JAPAN’S CHANGING

INVESTMENT
ENVIRONMENT
Interview with JETRO Chairman

Hiroyuki Ishige
TAMI KAWASAKI

O

VERSEAS companies investing in Japan continue
to achieve success. We sat with Japan External
Trade Organization (JETRO) Chairman Hiroyuki
Ishige to ask about the reasons they are investing in Japan
now and what merits have been attracting these investors.

Please tell us about the current investment
environment and the merits of investing in Japan.
So-called Abenomics has brought about drastic
change to Japan’s business environment. Espousing a
clear target to make itself the most business-friendly
country in the world, Japan has been reforming its
high cost structure and pushing deregulation forward
on various fronts, including the electric power
market, medical field and corporate governance. With
the commitment to participate in the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP), Japan has started a reform program
of the agricultural industry to open a new phase in
this area of commerce. Rental rates for offices and
housing in Japan are at far lower levels in comparison
to those of Hong Kong and Singapore. The corporate
tax rate has been reduced to the lowest level among
advanced nations as well. Japan has now become an
internationally competitive low-cost nation. If you are
looking to invest in Japan, this is the time.
Would you explain about the investment climate in
local areas in Japan?
Japan’s Kanto region alone has almost the same
economic size and GDP as that of the United Kingdom,
while the GDP of the Kansai region is almost the same

6
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size as that of South Korea. Tokyo took first place
in the “World’s Most Livable Cities” ranking by the
British magazine Monocle, while Kyoto and Fukuoka
were both ranked within the top fifteen. Not only
Japan’s economy but also its living environment,
including security, social stability, education,
housing environment, food and culture have been
highly evaluated by the overseas companies that
have already entered Japan.
Furthermore, as you may know from the list of
Japan’s Nobel Prize winners, the research standards
of universities and corporate research institutes
located in areas such as Nagoya and Kyoto are at an
extremely high level. They are highly attractive to
potential partners for technological tie-ups with
foreign or foreign-affiliated companies. Because
proximity among workplace, residence and academic
and enterprise research institutes is important for
the R&D venture business model flourishing in the
United States, influential local Japanese universities
are potential partners in that model. International
tourists to Japan are paying attention not only
to Japan’s large cities and Mount Fuji, but also to
Japan’s local areas where rich, historic architecture
and local delicacies are awaiting them. The regional

tourism industry is yet to be properly developed, and
there is ample room to grow. There are great business
opportunities for overseas companies in regional Japan.

the same floor at JETRO headquarters in Tokyo.
In addition, the Invest Japan Business Support
Center offers comprehensive support for foreign
and foreign-affiliated companies that wish to do
business in Japan, including free temporary office
space and assistance with the administrative
procedures for incorporation, as well as
introductions to specialized experts such as tax
accountants.
Furthermore, we actively approach firms with
investment potential and offer our support. We
have built a multilingual sales team that speaks
five different languages, and have listed over three
thousand target companies. We are also keeping
an eye on emerging nations that are about to enter
the phase of development where they start foreign
direct investment, together with the companies
that have already had a presence in Japan and are
interested in secondary investment (expansion).
We have mobilized 73 offices in 54 different
countries, and are making sustained efforts to
support overseas companies to invest in Japan and
achieve success under the slogan “Talk to JETRO
first.” We are waiting for you to contact us. If you
are interested in investing in Japan, please talk to
JETRO first.

Would you share some promising fields and examples of
success?
In the field of tourism, Juneyao Airlines and Spring
Airlines from China have started flight services between
Japan and China, and the largest online travel agency
in China, Ctrip, is operating travel services in Japan to
meet the needs of individual travelers. In the energy
sector, the renewable energy provider juwi (Germany)
and Opower (U.S.)—which provides customers analyses
on power consumption—are doing quite well. The
retailer IKEA from Sweden has created a furniture boom
and has made a great success in Japan. The generic
drug manufacturer Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine, the first
Chinese pharmaceutical company that has successfully
incorporated in Japan, is eyeing further expansion in
Japan’s pharmaceutical market. JETRO has provided
support to over 12,000 companies, and has successfully
guided over 1,200 of them toward investment in Japan. I
am proud of this high ratio.
What type of support does JETRO provide for companies
that are considering investment in Japan?
As a National Strategic Special Zone, Tokyo has been
implementing a variety of preferential measures aimed at
attracting foreign enterprises, and has set up the Tokyo
One-Stop Business Establishment Center, located on

Invest Japan Business Support Centers
Tokyo
+81-3-3582-4684
Nagoya
+81-52-589-6211
Kobe
+81-78-252-7505
www.investjapan.org

Yokohama
Osaka
Fukuoka

+81-45-222-8911
+81-6-4705-8660
+81-92-741-5718

Trends in Foreign Direct Investment Balance (New Standards)

Stock of Inward FDI into Japan in 2014,

Stock of Inward FDI in Japan (2000–14)

by Region and Country
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BOOM
TOWN

As it oversees one of Japan’s National Strategic
Special Zones dedicated to globalizing economic
activity, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s
goal is to create the world’s most business-friendly
environment, offering an irresistible array of support
measures geared to entice overseas businesses.

TAMI KAWASAKI

T

O reach its structural economic reform goals,
the government of Japan has established nine
National Strategic Special Zones as centers
of global economic activity within its borders.
Tokyo, part of the Tokyo Area National Strategic
Special Zone, is already one of the planet’s greatest
metropolises with a population of 13.37 million. As
it prepares to host the Olympics and Paralympics
in 2020, the city is taking proactive steps toward
crafting one of the world’s most business-friendly
environments.

As part of its long-term vision, the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government has set a number of
important objectives, including the creation of a
global financial center and new businesses in the life
sciences. “To make Tokyo a world leader in global
business, we must act quickly,” says Takafumi
Kobayashi, Director for the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government’s National Strategic Special Zone.
Within the special economic zone, special
provisions in the City Planning Act and Road Act—
as well as measures regarding the availability of
overseas doctors for examination and treatment—
have been established to make it easier for overseas
firms to attract talent, and the cost-benefit analyses
of such measures have been accelerated.
The key to the plan’s success is to attract
overseas businesses to the Special Zone for Asian
Headquarters. To encourage businesses to choose
Tokyo as the site of their headquarters for Asian
operations or for their R&D operations, measures that
provide support and preferential treatment for these
companies are receiving special consideration from
a variety of perspectives, including legal, HR and
accounting.
Overseas firms that consider making Tokyo
their Asian regional headquarters or research
and development center will also be offered free
management consulting from a top consulting firm
1
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and help in formulating a strategy when the firm
expands into the local market. The Special Zone
for Asian Headquarters Subsidiary Program will
also fund up to half of the expenses of founding a
Tokyo business location, such as registration fees
and hiring talent recruitment professionals—a
maximum of five million yen in all.
Noriko Adachi, the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government’s director for National Strategic Special
Zone Coordination, reflects on the program’s
successes: “Incentives such as subsidies or business
partner matching and other consulting support lead
to quick establishment of operations in Japan and
financial stability. For many firms, these incentives
are the deciding factors in their expansion into the
Tokyo market.”
The Business Development Center Tokyo,
a specialist service located in Akasaka, offers
both English-language consultation on business
practices in Japan and access to specialists in the
incorporation process. Working in coordination
with the Tokyo One-Stop Business Establishment
Center and the Tokyo Employment Consultation
Center—all located on the same floor—the Business
Development Center Tokyo can make expanding
into the local market a smooth process even for
firms that have never done business in Tokyo
before.
The Business Development Center Tokyo also
provides employees and their family members with
general information on living in Tokyo, including
real estate, shopping, medical care, education and
more. It offers wide-ranging support on many other
practical issues as well, such as introducing firms
to tax breaks and office space that can be leased at
half-price.
“Tokyo is the perfect location for businesses to
get a foothold in Asia,” says Adachi, speaking of
2

Tokyo’s prominence as a center of investment. “It’s a
huge market packed with discriminating consumers,
and products and services that succeed here can be
expected to be hits in Asia.”
Tokyo’s added attractions—its wealth of exceptional
human talent and partner firms that support business
development in Japan; the quality of its urban
environment, including a high degree of public order
and safety; its rock-solid urban infrastructure; and its
strong support of intellectual property rights—receive
high marks from other countries. These advantages
have proved persuasive: more than fifty firms,
including IT, medical and environmental enterprises,
have already decided to expand into Tokyo. Combined
with the synergistic effect of partner firms, Adachi
says, many of these businesses have grown beyond
their expectations.
“As we head toward the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and
Paralympic Games, we want to increase the number
of projects that can serve as tools in maintaining
our position as an international center of business,”
Kobayashi notes.
From the standpoint of attracting foreign
investment, Adachi declares: “Just as with the
Olympics, we want to attract the world’s top
companies and talent to Tokyo, where domestic
and international firms can thrive through healthy
competition in what we hope to make the world’s
greatest business environment.”
Tokyo One-Stop Business Establishment Center
+81-3-3582-8352
Business Development Center Tokyo
+81-3-6269-9981
Tokyo Employment Consultation Center
+81-3-3582-8354
http://www.seisakukikaku.metro.tokyo.jp/invest_tokyo/index.html

1
2
3

Expats receive info and support on aspects of living in Japan, such
as real estate, medical care and education
The skyline of Shinjuku, one of Tokyo’s major business districts
The Tokyo One-Stop Business Establishment Center simplifies
company formation in Japan

3
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ALL THE
SIGNS SAY
WELCOME

The city of Fukuoka in Kyushu has been designated
a special zone for global startups and job creation
as part of Japan’s National Strategic Special Zones
Project, and is presenting a range of lifestyle support
solutions as part of a new initiative designed to make
overseas entrepreneurs and their families feel at
home in Japan.

RIEKO SUZUKI

F

UKUOKA is close to the Asian continent, and its
exchanges with the mainland have been the key
to the city’s development over the course of its
long history as an international trading zone. While the
rest of Japan is facing a contracting population due to
lower birthrates and an aging demographic, Fukuoka is
posting continued population growth. The proportion
of young people to adults is also very high, and there
are many universities here.
Ease of access and an outstanding living
environment are a few of the reasons underlying
its growth. Located just ten minutes from the city,
Fukuoka Airport boasts the best access time in the
country. Downtown Fukuoka is close to the sea and
the mountains, and offers ample leisure, culinary and
cultural options. The UK magazine Monocle, in fact,
lists Fukuoka as number twelve in its 2015 survey of the
world’s most livable cities.
Fukuoka’s stated aim is to become a global city for
startups. The city hopes to develop new value and
incubate global solutions by leveraging its status as a
National Strategic Special Zone and actively wooing
exceptional talent and companies from overseas, in
turn transforming the domestic market.

10
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Fukuoka International Airport is just ten minutes away from the
city’s center

The Startup Café and startup visa are two
examples of the support services foreign
entrepreneurs enjoy. The Startup Café is a shared
space set up at a bookstore in Fukuoka; multilingual
support staff are available at all times to offer free
advice on starting a business. The startup visa relaxes
the regulations on residency for those in the Investor/
Business Manager category as long as the applicant
submits a business plan. In addition, measures for
reducing corporate taxes for startup companies
within the National Strategic Special Zone are also
being considered.
Moreover, the city is working hard to make itself
culturally accessible to those from overseas. Once
these entrepreneurs and investors are living in
Fukuoka, the city provides multilingual support and
services in medicine, education and everyday life
to make them and their families feel more at ease as
they make their way through an unfamiliar culture.
There is also multilingual support in the subway,
with ticket machines and announcements presenting
help in English, Chinese and Korean. It isn’t at all
surprising that several international trade fairs and
academic conferences take place here each year.
New non-Japanese residents also receive a free
multilingual welcome kit that includes a lifestyle

© Fukuoka City

Fukuoka City’s downtown Tenjin area is part of one of
Japan’s largest commercial districts

guidebook on basic services, a disaster prevention
handbook, and a wealth of information on medical
support centers, Japanese-language schools and
international schools—all crucial information that
those bringing family along will need. Meanwhile,
Japanese-language assistance is provided to
students who require it in Fukuoka’s elementary,
junior high and special needs schools by twentythree lead teachers and various dispatch staff.
Language volunteers are also dispatched to assist
parents and guardians when they meet with faculty
or attend school events. The support for families as
a whole is as comprehensive as it is detailed.
Medical institutions can contact the Fukuoka
Medical Interpretation Service for multilingual
interpreting services between patient and
doctor over the phone, or to dispatch a volunteer
interpreter to the site. In conjunction with a
telephone service that guides non-Japanese
speakers to the best medical site for their needs, the
system is used to great effect to bring peace of mind
to people from overseas who are new to the city.
“Since 1987, Fukuoka City has actively
emphasized becoming a cosmopolitan city with
an eye on Asia,” says Yosuke Takaki of Fukuoka
City’s General Affairs and Planning Bureau. “We

The Startup Café offers free multilingual advice on
starting a business to foreign entrepreneurs

have concretely explored and implemented ways to offer
quality support to non-Japanese-speaking foreigners and
their families, and I believe those efforts have contributed
to what is today a thriving and international location.”
The evidence supports Takagi’s contention. Twentyfive years ago, Fukuoka’s expatriate population was just
nine thousand. Today, it numbers 29,000. As the city uses
its advantageous location and builds an environment in
which overseas entrepreneurs can easily start a business
and feel comfortable living here, more innovative people
from abroad will be calling Fukuoka home.
Startup Café
Fukuoka Medical Interpretation Service
Rainbow Plaza (Information desk for foreign visitors)

+81-80-3940-9455
+81-570-006-626
+81-92-733-2220

Fukuoka City International Foundation
http://www.rainbowfia.or.jp/en/living/
A multilingual tourist information center

Photo: Fumio Hashimoto
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1

DEEPLY
INVESTED
IN JAPAN
2

The foreign business community is bullish on
Japan, drawn by elements such as the country’s
highly educated and talented workforce,
better corporate governance, strong legal and
regulatory environment, stable government, solid
transportation infrastructure, and the massive
value of the market itself.

DOUGLAS W. JACKSON

T

HE October 2015 edition of the respected
Foreign Chambers in Japan’s survey on
business confidence—conducted since 2002
to identify perceptions of Japan’s economy in
terms of growth and opportunity—revealed that 75
percent of the businesses responding from various
countries’ respective chambers of commerce in
Japan foresee further growth for their organizations
in this country.
“There are numerous reasons that foreign
businesses and investors find solid footing here,”
says Jay Ponazecki, immediate past president of
the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ), which was founded in 1948 to promote
the flow of commerce between the United States
and Japan. Considered Japan’s most influential
foreign business organization, the ACCJ has over
three thousand members, along with a thousand
member companies, from over forty nations. One of
its focuses is on advocacy related to foreign direct
investment (FDI), corporate governance, labor
mobility, healthcare and other regulatory issues.
“U.S.–Japan bilateral trade last year was valued
at over US$200 billion, and our member companies
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conduct billions of dollars in commerce annually
in Japan,” Ponazecki states. “Japan is still one of
the world’s top three important markets, and a very
competitive one. Trends and new products often start
in Japan and then get introduced elsewhere in Asia. So
the feeling is, if you can be successful here, you can be
successful elsewhere in Asia.”
Ponazecki mentions a significant jump in the
number of visits from U.S. government representatives
and business delegations coming to Japan since last
July. What’s drawing them?
“At the top of the list would be Japan’s highly
educated, hardworking and talented workforce,”
Ponazecki responds. “Superior engineering skills
and patent portfolios also offer real opportunities to
collaborate and help commercialize technology.
“Another draw is the maturity of the financial
and investment markets,” she continues, “coupled
with a strong legal and regulatory environment that
gives investors predictability, which is a key. Equally
important is Japan’s transportation infrastructure,
and soft factors such as excellent international schools
and cuisine, and that it’s one of the safest places in the
world. The upcoming 2019 Rugby World Cup and 2020
Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics also mean that all
eyes will be on Japan for the next several years.”
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe represents yet another
key dynamic, according to Ponazecki. “Japan is a
stable and reliable partner, and one with whom we
have shared values—democracy, the rule of law,
human rights and open markets.”
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations
that concluded in October 2015 have also heightened
interest overseas. “Abenomics has actually made

The 2014 Women in Business Summit, jointly sponsored by the
ACCJ and U.S.–Japan Council
Jay Ponazecki, the ACCJ’s immediate past president
The ACCJ’s annual Shinnenkai event regularly draws powerful
guests from both Japan and the U.S., including Ambassador
Caroline Kennedy in 2014
The Kansai Walkathon is just one of the ACCJ’s charity events
and connects the organization to the community

progress in some key areas, particularly agricultural
reform and corporate governance, ‘Womenomics’ and
the corporate tax rate,” Ponazecki says. “The corporate
tax rate and corporate governance are vital from an
FDI perspective.”
The ACCJ expresses its opinions to both the U.S. and
Japan through key advocacy initiatives, and offered
some strategic inspiration about Japan in a 2010 white
paper titled “Charting a New Course for Growth.” Most
notable was advice on the country’s newly established
Corporate Governance Code.
“M&A transactions produce most of the net
increase or decrease in any country’s cumulative
base of FDI,” says Nicholas Benes, who spearheaded
the white paper. Benes runs a Japan-based M&A
advisory boutique and the Board Director Training
Institute of Japan, and has advised Diet members
and the Financial Services Agency on the Corporate
Governance Code after proposing it to them.
“Better corporate governance encourages industry
consolidation, spinoffs and sales of noncore businesses
or divisions both domestically and to foreign buyers.
This will result in more inward M&A opportunities.”
According to Ponazecki, some hot areas are
the services sector, financial services, healthcare
(including medical devices, pharmaceuticals and
regenerative medicine), tourism, ICT, cybersecurity
and the Internet economy.
“There’s a lot of positive energy here,” Ponazecki
notes. “If Japan’s domestic economy has favorable
growth, it will create a virtuous cycle, pumping up
demand for foreign goods and services, boosting
investment opportunities in Japan as well as job and
business growth opportunities abroad.”
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TIGER
IN THE
HOUSE

1

Renowned for its wildly popular Scandinavian
household goods that combine excellent taste
with bargain prices, Flying Tiger Copenhagen has
leveraged knowledge of Japan’s business style,
culture and creativity as it evolves into a global
company.

RIEKO SUZUKI

T

HE Danish corporation Zebra’s Flying
Tiger brand of housewares had long been
focused on the European market, but in
2012, seeking to become a global corporation, the
company opened a store in Osaka—its first in the
Asian region. The company has since expanded to
24 locations in Asia, and its future looks solid: as
of November 2015, there are 577 Flying Tiger shops
in 27 countries. Zebra Japan’s marketing director,
Hideki Tsugeno, spoke about why the company
chose Japan as its first step outside Europe and the
advantages of expanding its business here.
Recognized for its reasonable prices, Flying Tiger
offers affordable items concentrated in the 200 to

14
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400 yen price range. In Danish, “tier” is slang for a
10-kroner coin (worth about 180 yen as of December
2015), and the similarity in pronunciation led to
the name “tiger.” Flying Tiger initially sold itself
in Denmark using a “get it cheap” brand identity.
Gradually, however, the brand also developed a
strong design aesthetic, and expanded its product
line to a host of categories, from interior decoration
to kitchen products and groceries.
“I think all the positive aspects combined—
Scandinavian design, ease of purchase, uniqueness,
the pop aesthetic—made it easier for us to expand
into the Japanese market,” Tsugeno says. “When
our store in Tokyo’s Omotesando district opened, it
was the talk of the neighborhood and had long lines
every day. Even now there are ten or more people
waiting for the store to open up in the morning. Our
success in Japan has created a strong impact on Asia
overall—we’re getting more and more requests for
stores throughout the region. We also see tourists
visiting Japan from other Asian nations where we
don’t have a presence yet coming to our stores to
buy gifts.”

1
2
3

Zebra has long considered Asia a primary market,
Tsugeno adds, and from its standpoint as a retailer
determined that Japan offered a sophisticated, diverse
market hospitable to overseas brand expansion. Japan
has a distinctive level of service and way of doing
business, and a reputation for being a difficult market
in which to succeed. But Zebra saw these as learning
points, and determined that taking the principles of
the Japanese market to heart and bringing them home
would contribute greatly to its global expansion plans.
“We’re discovering that Danes have a lot in common
with the people of Japan, such as living in a country
surrounded by the sea, as well as a strong national
culture,” Tsugeno states. “At the same time, Danes have
a powerful interest in Japanese culture and design,
and we’re trying to incorporate their essence into our
products. We sell teapots for black tea that are designed
like small Japanese teapots and sumo wrestler battle
games in our locations worldwide. We like the sense of
simplicity inspired by nature—that’s at the heart of why
Scandinavian and Japanese design have been accepted
and enjoyed popularity in our respective countries.”
Japan is home to a great many stores selling high-

Flying Tiger offers Scandinavian products with a cute
pop aesthetic
Brand fans liven up the grand opening of Flying Tiger’s
Omotesando store in Tokyo
Cutting the ribbon in Omotesando, a district known for
fashion and design

performance, high-quality housewares, so
it’s difficult to win consumer hearts here with
merchandise that is merely inexpensive. In Japan,
Tsugeno says, Flying Tiger’s largest customer base
consists of women from 25 to 45 years old, and its
best-selling products are household items that
offer a cute pop sensibility.
“Our main focus is on everyday household
goods designed with the idea of making daily life
a joy, and putting smiles on customers’ faces,”
he says. “We’re also expanding into products
focused on art and creative ventures, such as a
photo collection produced in collaboration with
Yoko Ono. There’s a tendency among Japanese to
treat being creative as an extraordinary thing, but
I believe it’s really an integral part of our everyday
llives, and that the Japanese are a more creative
people than we give ourselves credit for.”
In taking its operations global, Flying Tiger
Copenhagen is seeking not only to expand its
business but also to make the world a happier,
more expressive place.
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THE RISE OF
ROBOT INTELLIGENCE
Mujin, Inc., a venture firm originating at Tokyo
University, has devised technology that makes industrial
robots capable of autonomous and intelligent action. Why
did this company—staffed primarily by foreigners—choose
to develop its business in the Japanese market?

TAMI KAWASAKI

A

venture firm out of Tokyo University
called Mujin, Inc. has invented
groundbreaking technology that
gives industrial robots that were previously
just manufacturing machines only capable
of repeating preprogrammed functions the
power to reason about their surrounding
environment. With its core technologies based
on a robot-control system called OpenRAVE
developed by its American chief technology
officer and cofounder Dr. Rosen Diankov, the
company is focused on developing and selling
high-added-value products such as the Mujin
Controller, its intelligent robot controller.
Using this technology, robots will be able to
automatically determine optimal operations
with only a small amount of input data.
The company, which Diankov cofounded
with CEO Issei Takino, is located near Tokyo
University in Bunkyo Ward’s Hongo district.
Eleven of its fifteen staff members are nonJapanese, and combined they represent seven
different nationalities—American, Japanese,
Chinese, Indian, Ukrainian, Bulgarian and
Portuguese. Their collective goal is to achieve
innovation within an internationally rich and
diverse environment.
Mujin’s Pick Worker bin-picking system—
which handles operations that involve going
through a bin of multiple objects, picking
them up one-by-one, and transferring them
to a separate location—is being delivered to
major automotive and distribution companies.
Its success has pumped up the Mujin brand’s
industry profile.
Mujin Inc.’s intelligent bin-picking system—Pick Worker
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Mujin’s multicultural team includes members from seven
different nationalities

Dr. Rosen Diankov developed the OpenRAVE robot-control
system

Diankov spoke about his company with quiet
confidence. “Leading robot makers and other
manufacturing companies in Japan are starting to
use our technologies with very keen interest,” he
says. “There are no major competitors yet in regard to
our technology, and I don’t believe we will have any
serious competition in the near future, either, with
regard to our style of business.”
After earning his doctorate at Carnegie Mellon
University in the U.S., Diankov set his sights on Japan,
and taught himself Japanese. “While I was definitely
influenced by my professor at Carnegie Mellon, Takeo
Kanade, an authority in robotics,” he explains, “I
was also deeply impressed by the crazy-high level of
Japanese technology.”
In contrast to the strong resistance in the U.S. to
industrial robots, where the presence of an abundant
migrant workforce leads many to believe that
robots will take jobs away from humans, Japanese
corporations are progressive in incorporating robots at
the front lines of manufacturing.
Seeing the marvelous productivity gains robots
provide, Diankov is certain that, with the declining
birthrate and aging population reducing Japan’s
working population, there is an environment of
acceptance toward robot technology here. “The
rapid progress Japanese auto manufacturers made
compared to the rest of the world is a good indication
of that,” he says. “When you talk about the robotics
field, it has to be Japan.
“As we develop the branding of our technology
with an eye toward global development, if we possess
an advantage it is our track record for incorporation in
Japan,” he continues. “The reason is that the Japanese
manufacturing industry, the automotive sector in
particular, is trusted worldwide and has branding
power.”

At this company staffed mainly by foreigners—
who all possess world-class abilities—the decisionmaking process is fast. In commercializing his
business, Diankov has received venture capital
funding from Tokyo University Edge Capital and
JAFCO, and is targeting an IPO in as little as three
to five years. His roadmap for success involves
expanding the scale of his business and advancing
into Asia and eventually Europe and North
America.
“Technology will make society a better place,”
Diankov declares. “With the power of software, we
can make industrial robots around the world easier
and more convenient to operate. Better products
can therefore be provided more inexpensively, and
that will improve people’s lives and productivity
across the globe.”
While he has experienced the difficulties of
Japan’s corporate society, Diankov mentions that
the Japanese manufacturing industry’s passion for
improving their technologies impresses him. “So
within that, one of my roles is to maintain an open
international culture,” he notes. “Our activities are
helping to increase awareness of the importance of
robotic intelligence and pushing the industry to the
next generation of technology.” His avowed goal is
to have all factories incorporate Mujin Controllers
within the next two decades.

The Mujin Controller gives industrial robots the power to make
optimal decisions autonomously
january 2016
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SOARING HIGH
1

With domestic air routes that cover destinations
in inland China and international routes limited to
short-run flights, Juneyao Airlines has achieved swift
growth through focused business expansion, smooth
service and a steep rise in the number of Chinese
tourists coming to Japan.

RIEKO SUZUKI

C

HINA’s Juneyao Airlines is expanding at a
rapid pitch, offering both domestic flights with
Shanghai as their hub as well as international
routes to destinations throughout Asia. What has
made the company’s inventive business plan possible
is an ever-expanding network of short-run flights, the
longest of which takes a mere six hours. Dong Wei,
who heads Juneyao’s Japan branch office, detailed his
company’s approach to business and its operations
in the Japanese market, which is marked by frenzied
competition among major airlines and numerous lowcost carriers (LCCs).
“Because we’re a young company, Juneyao Airlines
is often mistaken for an LCC, but we are a full-service
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airline,” Wei says. “We offer approximately 80
domestic lines and 11 international routes, and
have over 200 flights leaving Shanghai every
day. This year we expect to transport over ten
million passengers. In 2007, we had only five
planes in operation; next month we expect
to have fifty. It is clear that our company is
continuing to expand at a breakneck pace.”
Juneyao’s formal service to Japan began
in January 2014 with the launch of a route
to Okinawa. From there, Juneyao has been
increasing its menu of air routes at a rapid pace:
service to Osaka started in April of that same
year, followed in June by service to Fukuoka, in
August to Tokyo, and in September to Nagoya.
“We are expanding because so many more
Chinese tourists are visiting Japan,” Wei
explains. “We plan to open a route to Hokkaido
in January 2016, partially because Hokkaido
has become a popular ski destination among
Chinese tourists.”
Eighty percent of the traffic on Juneyao’s
routes to Japan are passengers inbound from

4

3
1

2

China; the remaining 20 percent are outbound
passengers. Juneyao is now aiming to increase
outbound passengers to 30 percent, and the airline
is considering launching lines to inland Japan
and the island districts to accommodate tourists
interested in regions other than the country’s major
metropolises.
Juneyao Airlines has a host of competitors in the
Chinese airline market alone, so it focuses on safety
first and foremost. All of its planes, for example,
are purchased new from Airbus in France. It offers
in-flight meal service in both business and economy
classes, and Juneyao’s own in-house catering firm
prepares the food for inbound flights to Japan.
Since food service for outbound flights from Japan
is outsourced to local caterers, Juneyao can offer
dishes prepared with plenty of local ingredients and
tailored to Japanese palates.
In-flight time is brief in many areas, so there
are no movies or other in-flight entertainment.
Juneyao’s policy is to prioritize safety and meal
quality in exchange. The airline always establishes
a local office where it flies, and its Japan office

2
3

All the planes that Juneyao Airlines flies are new models from
Airbus
Juneyao is recognized for its high level of service onboard
Dong Wei heads the Japan branch of Juneyao

supports customers with staff fluent in both
Japanese and Chinese. These initiatives are
founded in the idea of gaining customer trust
through convenience and by erasing any sense of
displacement rooted in the disparities of language
and nationality.
“We’re entering the marketplace at a time
when the relationship between Japan and
China is deteriorating and ‘Made in China’ has
a negative image, so it hasn’t been easy for us
to build consumer confidence,” Wei observes.
“But we always keep our promises, make our
presence known through advertisements and
other publicity, and provide a level of service
that instills peace of mind in everyone who flies
with us. Continuing all this is indispensable to
facilitating our further expansion in the Japanese
market.” The flexibility and customer-centric
focus that Juneyao Airlines has as a new company
should allow the firm to take flight toward new
horizons.
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INTRODUCING
A WAY OF LIFE

Akmal Abu Hassan was recognized in 2012 for his
achievements as an exchange student in Japan under
Malaysia’s “Look East Policy.” After many years of
experience living in Japan, he believes that providing a
proper understanding of halal, which is garnering more
attention in Japan, is the key to successfully building a
halal market here.

RIEKO SUZUKI

I

1
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NTEREST is growing in the business
of halal products. It has been twentyfive years since Akmal Abu Hassan, the
president of Malaysia Halal Corporation
and representative director of the Muslim
Professional Japan Association, came to Japan
as an exchange student. Through business
and education, he is trying to widen Japan’s
understanding of halal—which, according to
Islamic law, broadly refers to any object, food,
drink or action permissible to use, consume or
practice—an essential component to a broader
understanding of Islamic culture.
“Under former Prime Minister Mahathir
bin Mohamad’s ‘Look East Policy,’ I passed the
exam for a nationally funded scholarship and
studied abroad at Gunma University in 1990,”
Akmal explains. “I had never been to Japan,
but as I interacted with the locals I came to love
this country, so I continued my career here.”
Akmal knew he wanted to start his own
business one day, but joined a major Japanese
bank first. He later moved to the Malaysian
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
before coming back to Japan when he joined
the Malaysia External Trade Development
Corporation’s Osaka office in 2005. This
experience gave him wide-ranging exposure
to the realities of agriculture, stock raising
and small and medium enterprises in western
Japan.
“They produce great products, but they
don’t sell well,” he notes. “Focused only on
the domestic market, these producers were

2

all affected by the contracting market caused by the
economic downturn and shrinking population. They
couldn’t sell overseas because they lacked name
recognition, nor did they know how to go about it. I
kept coming across this story, so I took it upon myself
to bring Japanese products overseas, since their
quality and craftsmanship is indeed recognized.”
Malaysia Halal Corporation, which he founded in
2010, primarily sells Japanese cosmetics, health foods
and other foods to the Malaysian market. The raw
ingredients and production methods must meet the
halal standards that Muslims scrupulously observe,
so Akmal’s position as someone deeply intimate
with Japanese customs and habits and who himself
observes halal brings an added advantage to his
business.
“Japan is a mature society with a developed
market, so its products and services are totally
robust,” Akmal states. “Frankly speaking, this is not
an easy market for a foreigner to break into. Despite
that, I started my business in Japan because I highly
value the Japanese spirit of respect for others and
the ethos of giving back, acting justly, and valuing
connections. As a business manager, it is appealing to
work with Japanese personnel who are so scrupulous
about their work, upstanding, and enthusiastic about
their employer. It makes doing business easier.”
East Asia’s population continues to climb, and of
the 580 million people there, 46 percent are Muslims.

3

While there is deep interest in that market and
the word halal often appears in the media, Akmal
says that what Japan needs now is not more halal
products, but a deeper understanding of what halal
is. Japan is carrying out initiatives and holding
study sessions to increase its awareness of halal.
To that end, he gives seminars to government
offices and corporations. “With an insufficient
understanding of halal practices,” he observes,
“simply adding more products to the pile will
not do. A proper understanding would make it
clear what types of products and services halal
customers actually need, allowing us to build a
true halal business that does not fizzle out as a
fad. The Muslim market is vast, so making inroads
there could potentially be a shot in the arm for
the Japanese economy. That is why I hope to
encourage more Japanese people to understand
about halal.”
Akmal feels strongly about both Japan and
Malaysia, and does not merely aim for market
expansion: he wants to vitalize halal business
based on true understanding.

1
2
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Akmal Abu Hassan came to Japan from Malaysia in 1990 on a
nationally funded scholarship
Akmal regularly gives seminars on halal practices for government
offices and corporations
Akmal with former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir bin
Mohamad
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Neutrino
Navigator
Nobel Prize winner
Takaaki Kajita

Takaaki Kajita, director of the University of Tokyo’s
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, was awarded
the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of
neutrino oscillation, which challenged the Standard
Model of particle physics. Kajita spoke about the past
and future of his neutrino research.
BIFUE USHIJIMA

A

neutrino is one of the fundamental particles of
the universe. Produced in massive quantities
at the moment of the universe’s creation 13.8
billion years ago, neutrinos are generated by the sun
and through interactions between cosmic rays and
atomic nuclei in the Earth’s atmosphere. The Earth
itself is constantly bombarded by countless neutrinos;
they literally permeate our lives.
But neutrinos are extremely light and can pass
through any substance, making them almost impossible
to see or capture. Neutrinos from the sun, for example,
penetrate human bodies and even Earth itself, coming
out the opposite side while rarely prompting a reaction,
and it was long thought that neutrinos had no mass.
Nobel Prize-winning physicist Takaaki Kajita and his
team, however, were the first to prove to the world that
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neutrinos do indeed have mass. There are three
“flavors” of neutrinos—electron, tau and muon—
but it had been suspected that, if neutrinos had
mass, they could change from flavor to flavor as
they propagate through space: in other words,
a muon neutrino, for example, might change to
an electron neutrino. This shift from flavor to
flavor is known as neutrino oscillation.
At the Super-Kamiokande neutrino detector—
located a thousand meters underground in the
Kamioka Mine in Hida City, Gifu Prefecture—
Kajita and his team discovered that almost half
of the atmospheric neutrinos that came from
the other side of the globe shifted from muon
neutrinos to another neutrino flavor. When this
discovery was presented in 1998, the scientists
present reportedly gave a standing ovation
lasting several minutes, and for good reason:
the revelation contradicted the Standard
Model of particle physics, which assumed that
neutrinos have zero mass.
“We gradually uncovered proof of neutrino
oscillation through experiments conducted
over the course of approximately a decade,
beginning at Kamiokande, Super-Kamiokande’s

Inside the Super-Kamiokande neutrino detector
Photo © Kamioka Observatory, ICRR (The Institute for Cosmic Ray Research), The University of Tokyo

predecessor,” Kajita says. “I believe our results
were made possible in large part due to our taking
the global lead in creating such a unique facility
as Super-Kamiokande, which could not have been
created anywhere else.”
Kajita was involved in the planning of SuperKamiokande, which features a deep subterranean
tank holding fifty thousand tons of ultrapure
water. When a neutrino collides with and reacts to
the water molecules, the reaction is captured by
an array of over ten thousand optical sensors. Four
hundred quadrillion solar neutrinos pass through
the array every second, but only ten reactions can
be captured per day. However, within these tiny
neutrinos are hidden the keys to unlocking the
mysteries of space, such as supernovae and the
origins of the universe.
“I believe that by examining neutrino
oscillation in more detail, we will have the
opportunity to learn how matter was created at
the moment the universe was born,” Kajita says.
“Also, if we were to study the approximately ten
thousand neutrinos expelled during just ten
seconds following the moment of a supernova,
we would be able to explain what happens in the

centers of the explosions that occur when heavy stars
collapse.”
Even as Kajita’s research has unhinged
fundamental concepts about the nature of the
universe, it has opened up the possibility of resolving
questions that have long plagued modern scientists.
“The expansion of human knowledge enriches our
lives,” Kajita says. And with that knowledge we may
yet be able to trace our origins all the way back to the
beginning of time.

Nobel Prize winner Takaaki Kajita inside the neutrino detector
before the ceiling was completed
Photo © ICRR
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Open
Channel

An integral part of his neighborhood in Kobe for more than two decades,
restaurateur Raja Dewan builds community through fine Indian cuisine, his
skill with languages and a penchant for connecting and helping people.

SELENA HOY

R

aja Dewan strolls down the street in Kobe’s
Kitanocho district, greeting people left
and right. “Hey boss!” he exclaims to one
man. “How are you doing?” he says to a
little girl, calling her by name. He waves at another
man standing in line at the market, and hails a
shopkeeper standing in front of her shop. A local
business owner embraces him on the street corner.
Voices come back in a chorus. “Raja-san! Good
afternoon!”
Dewan is well known around these parts. The
proprietor of the Indian restaurant Ganesha Ghar,
he’s been local to this neighborhood—which is
famous for its international flavor—for over twenty
years. He’s a fixture not only when people come to
his restaurant for a good time but in times of trouble
too; he also serves as a volunteer firefighter.
When he first came to Japan from India in 1988,
young Dewan landed in Tokyo to take a job in
international sales. He worked hard to add Japanese
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Raja Dewan

1

to his linguistic repertoire that already included
English, Hindi, Cantonese and a bit of Thai. After a
year he moved to Kobe, where his uncle was in the
restaurant business in Kitanocho. While working
with his uncle, he also started a job at Mazda,
interpreting for the Indian engineers who came over
to study and work.
It was during this period that Dewan met his
future wife. The pair married in 1992, and in 1994
their son was born. Just six months later, in January
1995, a massive earthquake hit Kobe. The Great
Hanshin Earthquake, with a magnitude of 7.3, took
the lives of over six thousand people. Already at
work early on that fateful morning, Dewan rushed
back home to his wife and infant son in their
apartment on the thirty-fifth floor. Miraculously,
the building was still standing and they were both
unharmed.
In the months that followed, Kobe slowly began
to recover from the disaster. Yet many areas of the
city were in tatters, and reconstruction was sporadic.
Kitanocho was still in ruins, with many buildings

destroyed, but among them Dewan found one building
that was still intact and stable. “You can use it, and
pay as much as you want in rent,” its owner told him.
“Please do something!”
Ganesha Ghar, named for the Hindu deity with
the head of an elephant, opened in early 1996.
The restaurant has a shrine to Ganesha, the god of
beginnings and the remover of obstacles, an apt symbol
for both the restaurant and the neighborhood.
The eatery soon became popular with students and
the neighborhood, and new immigrants and visitors to
the area would often drop in for food and advice. Dewan
would help them make connections, read letters, or do a
bit of interpretation for people in the community.
He says he doesn’t mind helping people. “It’s not
for money,” he notes. “It’s just my job. Maybe God said
for them to call Raja.” His daughter was born a few
years after the restaurant opened, and he would often
contribute food to school festivals, preparing pint-sized
portions of breads, vegetables and curries for the kids.
The tasty snacks were consumed with delight.
In around 2000, firmly entrenched in the country
and the community, Dewan became a Japanese citizen,
his passport finally matching that of his wife and
children. “I don’t want to go back to India,” says Dewan,
“because my family is here, everyone is here. And I am
here.” As his restaurant business grew, he continued to
interpret, both for large companies such as Mitsubishi
Motors, where he worked for five years in this capacity,
and for community members and important residents
such as Kobe’s mayor, the Indian consul general and the
Indian ambassador.
In 2013, wanting to give back to the community
where the memory of the earthquake still lingers,
Dewan trained to become a volunteer firefighter.
Knowing the neighborhood as intimately as he does, he
can help determine routes, direct traffic and guide fire
trucks to the scene. He is also able to warn community
members of danger, since he knows everyone and
speaks several languages.
When asked why he does all this, it always comes
back to family. “I wanted to do something for this area,
so the kids can be proud of something,” he says. “These
kids grew up in Kitanocho—and so did I.”
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Raja Dewan in his fire brigade uniform
With the owner of an antique shop in the neighborhood
The interior of Dewan’s restaurant Ganesha Ghar, named
after the Hindu deity
Cooking curry at Ganesha Ghar
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A PLATFORM
FOR DREAMS
Haruka Mera’s crowdfunding company
READYFOR is an online service that allows
organizations and individuals to connect
with others via the Internet to chronicle their
visions and dreams, raise or provide funding,
and make an impact on the world.
SHANNON JIH

A

S president of the online service
READYFOR, Haruka Mera taps into the
power of digital media to set the stage
for small organizations and individuals
to share their ideas and hopes on the Internet and
find funding for their projects. Launched in 2011,
READYFOR became Japan’s first crowdfunding
site. Mera was named a Global Shaper by the World
Economic Forum in 2011, and in addition was the
youngest Japanese participant chosen to attend the
2012 St. Gallen Symposium Leaders of Tomorrow
event in Davos.
Mera first explored the concept of crowdfunding
in 2009 during her fourth year at Keio University.
She met Hideki Arai, the Paralympic ski coach for
Japan, who was in need of funds for his team. Mera
helped Arai raise money through one of her media
website projects.
“While all of my friends were preparing for their
post-graduation careers, I didn’t have a clear idea of
what I liked doing, or even what I was particularly
skilled at,” Mera recalls. “After I met Coach Arai,
however, I thought the Internet would be a great
tool for people to spread their dreams and find likeminded individuals. I discovered that I liked finding
the potential within people and sharing that with
others.”
In 2010, Mera went to the United States as an
exchange student at Stanford University. She used
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HARUKA MERA

1

the opportunity to further explore crowdfunding
as a market to help promote personal growth.
Under Mera’s guidance, READYFOR has
publicized over 3,600 projects and raised over 1.8
billion yen in funding. Of course, each project is
subject to rigorous review before and after being
undertaken, and requires careful management
from beginning to end. Mera points to medical
care as a major theme. The READYFOR of the
Year 2015 grand prize, for example, was awarded
to “Maggie’s Tokyo,” a project originating in
the UK designed to create a center where people
diagnosed with cancer could receive practical,
emotional and social support from qualified
experts and cancer survivors.
Another trend Mera sees is a surge in local
town renewal projects. “Up until 2014, there
were many projects supporting disaster recovery
after the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011,
but they have become only some of a number
of projects,” she says. “There is now a steady
increase in projects designed to bring people back
to the Tohoku area by branding communities and
establishing community spaces such as libraries.”
There has also been a rise in global
collaboration projects at READYFOR, such as ones
supporting countries in Africa. An example is the
Mulindi Japan One Love Project, which provides
artificial limbs for people in Rwanda and is
currently getting a lot of attention on READYFOR.
“READYFOR allows people working abroad to
focus on their projects without needing to return

2
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to Japan for fundraising,” Mera says. “They can remain
on location and share updates on the platform in real
time.”
No matter the scope of the project, Mera and her
team at READYFOR have a mission to support anyone
in realizing their dreams. Mera hopes that more and
more people will challenge themselves to share new
ideas with the world. “Unlike Americans who have been
taught to express themselves at an early age, Japanese
people feel as if they are facing a tall hurdle when asked
to tell others their dreams,” Mera notes. “I want to
continue to find new methods to help people summon
the courage to take that first step toward leaving their
mark on the world.”
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Mera and colleagues looking over proposals at the READYFOR office
Mera speaking at the 2012 St. Gallen Symposium Leaders of
Tomorrow event in Davos
With Nobel Peace Laureate Muhammad Yunus at the St. Gallen
Symposium
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The World
Comes
Together in
Japan
Gunma

Tokyo

Although many view Japan as a homogenous society,
in reality it is home to many people from abroad who
have come for love, for business, for family, or to flee war
or strife. They learn to love Japan, absorb the language
and culture, and make connections with people. They
also bring their unique cultures and traditions. These
three different ethnic communities in Japan offer a feel
for the flavors and cultures they share.

SELENA HOY
2
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O

IZUMI-MACHI is a town in Gunma
Prefecture of roughly forty thousand
people. Home to many factories of major
manufacturers, a large number of overseas
workers came to the town starting in the late 1970s,
resulting in an unusually high number of Japanese
Nikkei (meaning “of Japanese descent”) Brazilians
living in the area. In fact, says Oizumi Tourism staff
member Masaki Nakayama, the town has Japan’s
highest concentration of Brazilians—about 10 percent
of the population, with an additional 5 percent of
residents hailing from places like Peru and Bolivia.
Canta Galo (The Singing Rooster) is a little grocery
store with a large variety of goods, selling sweets,
mate tea, spices and more. The store is run by the
Kuroki family, who have been in Japan for about
twenty-five years. The proprietors switch effortlessly
between Portuguese and Japanese while serving
customers. They also help with translation and
interpretation, and Canta Galo’s walls are covered
with fliers in Portuguese advertising jobs and
apartments to let.
Down the road is big, bustling Takara Supermarket,
with a bakery and a full-service butcher doing cuts
Brazilian style—thick steaks, ribs and sausages.
The store’s café, Rodeio Grill, is run by the affable

5
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Samba dancers and musicians energize Oizumi Carnaval 2015
A Restaurante Brasil special: espeto misto (mixed skewer)
Canta Galo in Oizumi-Machi specializes in Brazilian foods and other
goods
Takara Supermarket imports products from Brazil and other
countries
Caipirinha is Brazil’s national cocktail, made with sugarcane liquor

Marco Antonio Miyazaki, and serves many Brazilian
favorites, including burgers made from Takara’s
freshly ground meat and served on soft bakery rolls,
churrasco (Brazilian barbecue) sausages perfectly
grilled to a crisp, and a piquant house sauce made
from peppers, onion, garlic and herbs.
Restaurante Brasil, Japan’s first Brazilian
restaurant, specializes in national dishes such as
churrasco and feijoada. Owner Daniel Iwata explains
that his churrasco uses picanha, a cut of beef called
the rump cap that is Brazil’s favorite. Also on
the menu are chicken drumsticks, spareribs and
Brazilian-style pork, grilled on skewers over charcoal
and served with rice and pickles.
Those craving nightlife should head over to
Kaminalua. The owner, former pro baseball player
Norbert Semanaka da Rocha, serves a delicious array
of snacks, cocktails and sweets. His caipirinha, a
sublime sweet-tart concoction that is Brazil’s national
cocktail, is made from cachaça (sugarcane liquor).
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The coffees here are strong and dark, served with
sweetened, condensed milk and cinnamon, and for
dessert there are pasteles, a fried pastry filled with
things like guava paste and cream cheese, chocolate
and banana, or doce de leite, a kind of milk caramel.
Takadanobaba, a delightful mouthful of a
neighborhood in Tokyo, is a college community that
also happens to be where a large concentration of
people from Myanmar (Burma) can be found. The
streets near the station feature a double handful of
Burmese restaurants, shops and community groups
dedicated to Burmese concerns.
Mingalaba (which means “hello” in Burmese)
is the area’s oldest Burmese restaurant, opened in
1997. The place serves popular dishes like lahpet—a
fermented tealeaf salad bursting with crunchy treats
like sesame seeds, peanuts, garlic and cabbage—along
with fish sauce, tomato and shrimp. Often eaten with
rice, lahpet is Myanmar’s most popular dish, and goes
down well when served with Myanmar tea, a lightly
fermented tea similar to oolong.
In Tak 11, a nondescript office building a few blocks
away, the eleven floors house several small shops
selling Burmese groceries and men’s clothing and
accessories. At Mother House, friendly, chatty women
explain the uses of various ingredients and introduce
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the odd-looking vegetables in bins. Proprietor Lili
says that 80 percent of their customers are Burmese.
Sayarma Ma Hay Mar founded the Japan Myanmar
Culture Center (JMCC) in 2002 to facilitate cultural
exchange between the two countries. Ma Hay Mar
says people from Myanmar began establishing
businesses in the area after Takadanobaba laid the
groundwork for welcoming overseas workers some
twenty years ago. She estimates that the area now
has around fifteen hundred Burmese residents, with
around ten thousand in total living in Japan. The
JMCC offers language lessons in Burmese to Japanese
people and in Japanese to Burmese immigrants
in the area. Along with a host of volunteers from
both countries, Ma Hay Mar handles consultation,
interpretation and translation between Japanese and
Burmese, helping newcomers with their transition.
Jagmohan Chadrani first came to Tokyo from India
in 1979, settling in Tokyo’s Edogawa Ward in an area
called Nishi-Kasai. He began importing Indian tea to
Japan in 1981, and recalls that at the time there was
no train station in the area. There were also very few
Indian people back then, and Indian restaurants were
very rare.
That changed around 1999 when, due in part to
the Y2K scare, Indian IT engineers started arriving
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in droves. Since about half of them were strict
vegetarians, eating out was a difficult proposition.
In 1999, Chadrani started a cafeteria open in the
evenings where the mostly single engineers could
eat, with the emphasis on simple home cooking.
They found the place a balm for the loneliness that
so often comes with moving to a new country. “Food
makes your day, that’s the feeling we got when we
started,” says Chadrani. “People began feeling more
comfortable, and friendships developed.”
Japanese in the neighborhood soon grew
interested in the cafeteria as well, he adds. “ ‘What
are you cooking?’ they would ask.” Chadrani decided
to open to the public, named the place Spice Magic
Calcutta, and expanded operating hours to include
lunchtime. It had an impact on the community.
“Food can be a very handy adhesive between two
communities, as well as a bridge,” he says. “You feel
commonality, you enjoy the taste, you get to know
the ingredients and how the food is prepared—you
learn something new.” The restaurant deepened
the ties between the Indians and their Japanese
neighbors.
Around two thousand Indian people now live in
Edogawa Ward, centered around the Nishi-Kasai area
in particular. After the success of his first restaurant,
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Chadrani decided to open a second one featuring
South Indian cuisine in the neighborhood, cooking
dishes like masala dosas (a thin crepe made from
lentil flour stuffed with a curried potato filling)
and idli (a savory cake made from lentils and rice).
He also helps to coordinate Indian festivals that
are open to the community. In the fall of 2015,
around eight thousand people came to the Diwali
festival—both Japanese and Indian—a true sign of the
community coming together.
The more you explore Japan, the more you’ll find
that it’s more multicultural than you might have
thought. You’ll find people from various countries
even beyond Brazil, Myanmar and India who are
building their own local communities in the country.
So you can come to Japan and discover the world!
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Nightspot Kaminalua offers sweets such as this dish featuring guava
paste and cream cheese, nicknamed Romeo & Juliet
An event at the Japan Myanmar Culture Center
Mingalaba serves popular dishes like lahpet (tealeaf salad)
Mother House in Takadanobaba sells Burmese groceries
Spice Magic Calcutta specializes in vegetarian cuisine such as this
spinach and cheese curry
Restaurateur Jagmohan Chadrani (right) with friends at the
community’s Diwali Festival
Preparing some nan at a lunch counter
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Seijin no Hi

tablished in 1948, Seijin no Hi (Coming of Age
Day) is dedicated to those who have reached
twenty years of age and are therefore considered
adults in Japanese society. It is a day to congratulate
and encourage those who have become adults
and are trying to make their way in the world.
Originally celebrated on January 15, Coming of Age
Day was changed in the year 2000 to the second
Monday of January. On Coming of Age Day, local
organizations hold coming-of-age ceremonies for
these new members of adult society, offering their

encouragement and blessings. Some municipalities
hold their ceremonies at local theme parks; the city
of Urayasu in Chiba Prefecture, for example, has its
coming-of-age ceremony at Tokyo Disneyland.
Honorees attend these ceremonies in
formal attire: the men wear business suits or
haorihakama, and the women wear furisode, a
type of long-sleeved kimono. The sight of the
young ladies in their elegant furisode makes for a
particularly brilliant and beautiful spectacle that
can be seen all across Japan on this day.
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